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A vexing problem in the Church today, and a problem which our own Diocese of Eastern 
Montana must confront, is the vocation crisis. There has been a significant decline in the 
number of people attracted to priesthood and/or religious life. We no longer even replace those 
who die, retire or resign each year. !
Many reasons have been proposed for the decline in vocations. The instability of family life, a 
decadent society, a poor image of religious life, and even the possibility that this is all a part of 
God's plan or retribution have been presented as causes or at least underlying factors to our 
current vocation situation. One underlying current of just about everyone's reasons for this 
decline is that it mirrors a decline in faith. For this, the younger generation is not entirely to 
blame, perhaps not even primarily. Faith is reflected through the deeds of men and women. If 
today's young people do not believe as much in Jesus and in His Church, perhaps it is because 
they have not seen him there often enough. If they have been steeped in materialism, perhaps it 
is because they have never been introduced to the affairs of the Spirit. If many seem to have 
given up on Jesus and the Church, and even themselves, perhaps it is because no one has 
ever told them about God's mercy, and His patience, and His justice, and His love. !
There is nothing new, of course, in any of these things. Convincing people of God's love for 
them has always been the mission of the Church, because it is the mission of Jesus Christ. It is 
a mission to be fulfilled - and yet - at any given time - never completely fulfilled. In this context 
and in this spirit, we must ask ourselves what can be done to alleviate the crisis in vocations. !
If the image of the priesthood and religious life has been built upon false values by Bishop, 
priest, sister or brother, then we must eliminate those values and replace them with the 
authentic values of Jesus - service, dedication, sacrifice. If the image of the priesthood and 
religious life has been misconstrued by the laity, then all of us together must work hard and pray 
long to correct this image so that all may realize the dignity and the necessity of God's call to 
religious life. !
Priests and religious must convey an accurate picture of what religious life is like with its joys 
and its frustrations, with its traditions and its changes, with its challenges and its routine. And 
above all, they must demonstrate in faith that they are able to love it all because the religious 
and priesthood vocation is a service to Christ's Church. !
Presenting the religious life and priesthood to the young is the responsibility not only of the 
priests and religious in the parish, but of the laity well. The entire People of God must call forth 
from its midst ministers and signs of God’s love for men and women. !
The above are thoughts taken from an introduction to a series of reflections on vocations from 
the Diocese of Cleveland. They are appropriate to the entire Church in our country and they 
challenge each of us to recognize that it is the duty of the entire Christian community to 
encourage and promote vocations to the priesthood and religious life. Let us pray together that 
we might respond to this challenge in our Diocese of Eastern Montana. 
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